Call for Papers

Special Section on
Recent Progress in Electromagnetic Theory and Its Application

The IEICE (Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers) Transactions on Electronics announces a forthcoming special section on Recent Progress in Electromagnetic Theory and Its Application to be published in April 2023.

The purpose of this special section is to present a collection of original papers that give an overview of recent progress of research and development in electromagnetic theory and its applications, including those related to the papers presented at the 2021 Symposium on Electromagnetic Theory, held in online format, Japan on November 4th and 5th, 2021. Submission of papers which have been presented in international conferences with additional development is available.

1. Scope
   The major topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

2. Submission Instructions
   The deadline for submission is March 31, 2022. Types of manuscripts for this special section are only PAPER and BRIEF PAPER. Manuscript should be prepared according to the style guidelines in the Information for Authors attached to the IEICE Transactions on Electronics. The style guidelines are also available at https://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/mokuji_es.html. The page length should not exceed 8 printed pages for PAPER and 4 for BRIEF PAPER. The term for revising the manuscript after acknowledgement of conditional acceptance for this special section could be shorter than that (60 days) for regular sections because of the tight review schedule.

   Please note that if accepted, the author of each paper including invited ones is requested to pay the page charges covering partial cost of publications.

   In this special section, the electronic submission is adopted. Prospective authors are requested to follow carefully the submission process described below.

   Submit a paper using the IEICE Web site https://review.ieice.org/regist regist_baseinfo_e.aspx. Authors should choose the “[Special-RE] Recent Progress in Electromagnetic Theory and Its Applications” in the “Journal / Section” on the online screen. Do not choose [Regular-EC]. Authors must agree to the “Copyright Transfer and Page Charge Agreement” via electronic submission.

Inquiries:
Yoshihiro Naka
Faculty of Engineering, University of Miyazaki
1-1 Gakuen-Kibanadai-Nishi, Miyazaki 889-2192, Japan
E-mail: ynaka@cc.miyazaki-u.ac.jp, Phone: +81-985-58-7354

3. Editorial Committee of the Special Section on Recent Progress in Electromagnetic Theory and Its Applications:
   Guest Editors: Hideki Kawaguchi (Muroran Inst. of Tech.), Himiyuki Deguchi (Doshisha Univ.)
   Secretaries: Yoshihiro Naka (Univ. of Miyazaki), Shin-ichi Yamamoto (Mitsubishi Electric Corp.)
   Associate Editors: Yoshiaki Ando (The Univ. of Electo-Communications), Hiroshi Isakari (Keio Univ.), Tetsuya Ueda (Kyoto Inst. of Tech.), Mitsunori Ozaki (Kanazawa Univ.), Ryosuke Ozaki (Nihon Univ.), Keji Goto (Nat’l Defense Academy of Japan), Takuya Sakamoto (Kyoto Univ.), Ryoichi Sato (Niigata Univ.), Jun-ichiro Sugisaka (Kitami Inst. of Tech.), Norimasa Nakashima (Fukuoka Instit. of Tech.), Yasuhiro Nishioka (Mitsubishi Electric Corp.), Tsuyoshi Matsuoka (Kyushu Sangyo Univ.), Toshihumi Moriyama (Nagasaki Univ.)

[IMPORTANT NOTICE]
- IEICE Transactions on Electronics requires authors to cite 30 or more references for full paper and 15 or more for brief paper. Note that submitted papers with fewer references will be rejected. For detailed information, please visit https://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/page2_es.html#3-7-1.
- Authors must agree to the "Copyright Transfer, Article Processing Charge Agreement, Notices from the IEICE, and Privacy Policy " via electronic submission.
- If there are non-members among the authors, we recommend that the authors take this opportunity to join the IEICE. For detailed information on the IEICE Membership Application, please visit https://www.ieice.org/eng_r/join/individual_member.html.
- If all authors are non-members, the article processing charge for non-members will be applied, except for invited papers.
- The review process starts as first-come basis. The sooner you submit, the earlier you might get the review result.
- Submitted manuscript will be peer reviewed before the deadline date.
- Upon accepted for publication, all authors, including authors of invited papers, should pay the article processing charge covering partial the cost of publication around September 2022. If payment is not completed by 15 October 2022, your manuscript will be handled as rejection.
- The accepted papers will be published online soon on the web site of Transactions Online after the payment of article processing charge has been completed. For detailed information, please visit https://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/page2_es.html#8.